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T
he best-designed dental 
practices convey something 
about the practitioner and 
the type of patient experi-
ence to be expected.

Nowhere is that more so 
than in the case of Aesthetic 

Design Dentistry at Kirrawee - one of the 
newest and arguably, highest standard 
practices in Sydney.

Cosmetic dentist, Dr Mohammad Ali, 
has worked and trained overseas including 
a stint in Dubai in the United Arab Emir-
ates where the spectacular architecture 
and opulent building finishes left a lasting 
impression on him.

This theme is very evident in his high-
end and stunning practice which is located 

in the newly built South Village Shopping 
Centre - a landmark new development 
in the Sutherland Shire, south of the  
Sydney CBD.

Aesthetic Zone Dentistry combines 
the latest, cutting edge technologies and 
advanced cosmetic dental techniques 
from across the globe. This includes 
smile makeovers, gum recontouring, 
orthodontic treatments, teeth whit-
ening, veneers, implants and associated  
oral surgery.

The practice also offers facial cosmetic 
injectables, providing not only a smile 
makeover, but an entire face rejuvenation. 
Dr Ali and his colleagues also try to help 
patients address headache and migraine 
management arising from TMJ disorders.

With a clear idea of what he 
wanted his practice to look like,  
Dr Ali engaged Perfect Practice to handle 
the interior design aspects, including 
taking advantage of the full-length glazing 
and northerly aspect of the space.

The surgeries, private consultation 
room and boardroom all face north and 
are flooded with natural light. The back-
of-house areas including semi-open 
sterilisation and patient amenities are 
across the wide hallway opposite the 
window-facing offices.

Dr Ali said he wanted the practice to 
convey confidence and quality, with the 
widespread use of dramatic matt black and  
contrasting ivory and gold accents pro-
viding the “high-end” feel he was seeking.

Aesthetic Zone Dentistry  
makes a style statement By David Petrikas
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The curved reception room wall is emblazoned with the  
practice’s clever diamond facet-inspired logo and “Aesthetic 
Zone Dentistry” signage and “Smile Artisans” tagline beneath.

However, the star of the show is the huge illuminated gold logo 
in the shape of a crown mounted in the recessed ceiling above the 
black reception desk. The entire look is balanced and softened 
by the use of stylish chevron patterned flooring and woodgrain 
finished cabinetry in the waiting room.

A coffee station and plush bench seating with ottomans - mim-
icking a hotel lobby rather than a dental waiting room - succeeds 
in making the practice feel warm and inviting.

On “checking in”, patients are offered coffee and can view a 
large entertainment screen or use the iPads provided for children 
to settle them in.

Dr Ali says that patients are “wowed” by the interior design 
and décor and this sets them up for expectations of a superior 
experience from their dental and facial treatments. 

“Every single patient that comes into the practice is impressed. 
It underlines what we offer and our value proposition - patients 
need good treatment, not cheap treatment,” Dr Ali said.

This is no empty promise, thanks to Dr Ali’s dental credentials  
and extensive training, including overseas experience and 
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the influence of techniques pioneered by celebrity New York  
cosmetic dentists, Dr David Rosenthal and Dr Michael Apa, who 
also have a clinic in Dubai.

To help him achieve the best results, Dr Ali invested in the 
latest equipment and best technology available, starting with the 
latest top-spec A-dec 500 dental chairs and matching dental and 
assistant’s stools.

“You’ve got to look after yourself if you’re going to spend 
eight hours in the chair and the same goes for the patients under-
going long procedures,” Dr Ali said. “You’ve got to consider 
both and the A-dec chair provides the perfect balance.”

Dr Ali said most patients say the A-dec chair is the most  
comfortable they have sat in and he finds the thin backrest of the 
chair enables him to get in close to the patient for optimum access 
to the oral cavity.

Ergonomics was also top of mind when selecting a dental unit, 
together with reliability. “The more comfortable I am, the better 
my mood; I don’t need to rush the procedure and I feel like I want 
to be at work, which is all to the patient’s benefit.

“If you’re doing a long procedure it involves a lot of concen-
tration and effort, so the choice of chairs is a big consideration,” 
he said.

Dr Ali became aware of A-dec chairs while doing locum work 
and noticed they were much more comfortable than chairs he had 
used while working in other practices.

“The A-dec patient chair has a nice slim silhouette, so you 
can position yourself in an ideal position while working on 
the patient,” Dr Ali said. “I also like the footprint of the chair 
because it means I can also get in nice and close if I am doing an  
extraction standing up, for example.”
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Dr Ali uses a range of handpieces including the latest air tur-
bine system on the A-dec 500, but says he also likes using the 
A-dec electric motor as he can reverse the direction of the bur 
when working on the opposite quadrant.

“If I’m working in quadrant two on the left-hand side in the 
most distant corner, I can switch the motor to run in reverse to 

refine the margin and work around the tooth anti-clockwise which 
smooths it out a lot quicker.”

He added that the A-dec electric motor gave him better control 
and he could refine margins evenly without tapering crown preps 
too much to avoid compromising tooth structure and also shape 
teeth to make veneers “stick” a lot better.

“I’m a bit of a perfectionist - if equipment makes the 
procedure better, more efficient, or both, I want it. It 
helps me improve my own work and makes it better for 
the patient.

“If using the electric motor, it means the patient spends 
5-10 minutes less time in the chair and I’m not rushing 
the procedure. You don’t know the difference until 
you’ve experienced it.”

Dr Ali said he recently had a 10-veneer case and 
booked in three hours to do the procedure, including 
talking to the patient and dealing with any issues 
that might arise as well as scanning and taking  
the impressions.

“I ended up doing the whole procedure in 90 minutes 
- and of that only 40 minutes was working in the mouth. 
Also, if you avoid tooth damage because you have better 
control of the bur with the electric motor then you make 
it easier for the technician.

“If you do your bit, you get very clear margins and a 
very clear reduction. Every margin is crystal clear and 
looks like it’s almost laser-cut,” Dr Ali said.

Summary
The Practice

The Practice Aesthetic Zone Dentistry

The Principal Dr Mohammed Ali

Practice Type General

Location Kirrawee, Sydney, New South Wales

Size 234 square metres

No of chairs 2 + 4

The Team

Colour & Design Perfect Practice

Construction 
Perfect Practice& Joinery

Project Manager David Crutcher

Installer Presidental

Equipment

Dental Units A-dec 500B Continental style delivery  
A-dec LED operatory lights

Sterilisation W&H LISA VA 22 litre

X-ray X-MIND Unity X-ray unit 
Acteon PSPIX Phosphor Plate scanner

Compressor Cattani K-AC2000

Suction Turbo SMART A with Hydrocyclone

Software Core Practice


